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INTRODUCTION

Surfpop is a registered non-profit organization (222-386 NPO) that creates long-lasting opportunities for
children from the disadvantaged communities of Masiphumelele township, located around Cape Town,
through a powerful formula of surfing, education and nutrition. Surfing is the life and soul of Surfpop; it is our
way of expressing ourselves, letting go, facing our fears, overcoming our challenges, pushing our boundaries,
and bringing us in touch with mother nature. Surfing promotes the mental and physical well-being of our
beneficiaries, and combined with focused after-school education and nutritious meals, improves their school
performance, prepares them for sustainable employment and promotes their role as ambassadors in their
communities for living a healthy life in touch with nature.
The year 2019 was an exciting year for Surfpop and marked our fifth year of operation. We perfected our
program and prepared for sustainable growth. We built on the good practices and lessons learned, identified
in the impact report of 2018. Based on this knowledge, we piloted and tested different activity formats
throughout 2019, while learning from the continuous feedback provided by our beneficiaries, their families,
our volunteers and our wider network of friends and partners. In February 2020, we were ready to grow our
program. We invited 24 new and carefully selected beneficiaries from Masiphumelele township to become
part of Surfpop, joining our existing group of 11 beneficiaries.
In this report, we take you along our journey. We start by highlighting the key developments that helped
us realize our long-anticipated and exciting growth. After that we will zoom into the specific outputs and
outcomes of the Surfpop program. How many surfing, education and nutrition activities did we undertake
over the past year, and what were the outcomes of these activities on the school performance, life and
vocational skills, mental well-being, resilience, prosocial behaviour, physical health and future roles and
opportunities of our beneficiaries?
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HIGHLIGHTS 2019

We would like to name ten highlights of 2019, through which we improved our program and prepared for
our sustainable and long-anticipated growth.
1. ONLINE VERSUS OFFLINE LEARNING
First and foremost, Surfpop aimed to get the balance right with online and offline learning. The schools in
Masiphumelele township are overcrowded and under-resourced, which does not create an optimal learning
experience for our children. That is why at Surfpop, we want to give our children the individual attention that
they need, while promoting other important life skills that they do not learn at school, such as the ability to
think critically and outside the box, to present their thoughts, to work in a team and to use the computer. It is
important for us that our beneficiaries not only improve their school performance, but also enjoy the process
of learning. Learning needs to be fun!
In 2018, we introduced our online learning module, which was positively rated by our Surfpop beneficiaries
and families. The Surfpop beneficiaries love the gamified learning experience of online programs like
Prodigy, which makes learning Maths fun, improves their computer skills, and provides a completely different
learning experience to what they receive at Ukhanyo Primary School or Masiphumelele High School.
At the same time, group-based learning, combined with individual attention, is an equally important approach
to promote life skills and identify and address the unique learning requirements of each of our beneficiaries,
especially our young learners. That is why we piloted different formats of interactive group-based learning
in 2019 and in 2020 complemented our online curriculum with our interactive group-based curriculum,
wherein our children learn through educational games. Generally, we divide our group of learners in small
groups of 3 to 5 children, who under the guidance of our teacher or volunteer, engage in a wide variety of
games. English is our working language. This interactive gamified learning makes the learning experience
fun, while promoting our beneficiaries ability to work in a team, think critically, present their thoughts, and
solve problems creatively. This group-based learning approach, combined with strong individual attention,
is particularly important for improving our beneficiaries’ English language skills. Our Surfpop volunteers
play an invaluable role in this aspect of our program.
2. LIFE COACHING TOWARDS DREAMS
Secondly, we further developed our vocational and life coaching module in 2019. While the vocational
workshops were part of the Surfpop program since the start, the life coaching curriculum was first introduced
towards the end of 2018 to guide the children in their psychosocial development, promote skills to grow
their resilience, and help them with formulating and working towards their dream. The impact assessment
in 2018 underlined the importance of the vocational and life coaching activities. Our beneficiaries rated the
vocational and life coaching sessions as a valuable aspect of the Surfpop program.
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In 2019, we further expanded and developed our life coaching curriculum. We learned from curricula shared
by local organizations, such as Waves for Change and the 9 Miles Project, and we piloted our modules with
our beneficiaries. We conducted both group sessions and individual sessions and touched upon a variety of
themes, including family and friends, emotional development, gender roles, solving problems and dealing
with challenges in Masiphumelele, understanding attitudes and responsibilities, identifying strengths and
weaknesses, setting goals, discovering personal dreams and building a roadmap towards realizing those
dreams. We also reached out to the Desmond Tutu Foundation to facilitate an additional session on health
and sexual development in 2020.
Throughout 2019, we perfected our curriculum and named it our building blocks for realizing dreams
curriculum. The complete curriculum consists of 6-8 group sessions per year divided by age group and
gender. The group sessions are complemented by individual sessions, especially for our older beneficiaries,
who we are guiding towards a career path.
3. PREPARING FOR SURFPOP GIRLS
Another important development in 2019, in preparation for our anticipated growth to 34 beneficiaries, was
incorporating changes to make the program more suitable for girls. The existing Surfpop group had only one
girl beneficiary. That is why at the end of 2018, Surfpop had conducted focus group discussions with her and
with other girls from Masiphumelele to understand why some girls had dropped out during the early phase
of Surfpop and how to make the program more suitable to the needs of girls. The discussion reaffirmed our
belief that girls are keen to join Surfpop and identified some clear pointers on how to slightly adapt the
program to suit their needs, including: dividing the groups according to gender, introducing female surf
coaches, adjusting the pace of the surfing activities and ensuring to walk girls home after the program. In
2019, Surfpop put the necessary measures in place to ensure that more girls can join the program.

Asenako, our first surfer girl, in 2020 joined by 16 more girls
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Stoked with our new Surfpop bus, acquired with funds from Tivoli Fund and Surfpop Pty Ltd

4. NON-PROFIT IN SOUTH AFRICA AND THE NETHERLANDS
Since 2015, Surfpop had been operating as a social business, wherein the program with our beneficiaries
was supported by a tourism and volunteering business, Surfpop Pty Ltd. In 2019, we decided to register the
Surfpop program as a separate non-profit company (NPC), named Surfpop Foundation, and obtained our
NPO status (NPO 222-386) and PBO status (PBO 930066311) to be able to receive donations, diversify our
income model and support our growth. In compliance with the South African NPO (Non-Profit Organization)
law, Surfpop Foundation has three directors: founder of Surfpop Daniel Botha (chairman), Céline Hoeks
(secretary) and Alwyn Lubbe (treasurer). Together they ensure that the foundation is run in a responsible and
sustainable manner in line with its mission statement. They are not remunerated for their roles as directors.
In 2019, Daniel, the founder and managing director of Surfpop, invited Alwyn and Céline to join the team and
take up more responsibilities within Surfpop, in addition to their role as director. Alwyn, with a background in
Conservation Science (MSc), accounting and consulting with United Nations (UN) agencies, supports Surfpop
with further developing the education program and with all financial aspects. Céline, with a background in
Child Psychology (MSc), International Development (MSc) and consulting with government, research and
UN agencies across Europe and Africa, contributes to program development, monitoring and evaluation,
and as psychologist assists with the life coaching.
In 2019, Surfpop also launched a non-profit organization, named Stichting Surfpop, with PBO (ANBI) status
in the Netherlands with the objective to raise funds within the European Union for Surfpop Foundation South
Africa to realize its mission. In compliance with the Dutch law for non-profit organizations, Stichting Surfpop
has three directors - Dolf Hoeks (chairman), Bruno Mertens (secretary) and Daniel Botha (treasurer) - who
are not remunerated for their role as directors. In 2019, Stichting Surfpop raised over EUR15 000 for Surfpop
Foundation South Africa, with Janssens Fonds and Stichting Tivoli as the main funders.
5

5. NEW AND LONGTIME PARTNERS AND FRIENDS
Longtime partner DermAfrica continued to support Surfpop in 2019, while a number of new partners joined
our journey to support our growth. At the start of 2019, we solidified our partnership with Importers Coffee.
Importers Coffee sponsored all our beneficiaries with new wetsuits and surfboards. For our children and for
Surfpop, this was a huge milestone! We are incredibly grateful that Importers Coffee committed to supporting
Surfpop as our organization grows, supplying all new beneficiaries with the necessary surf gear in the years
to come. The clothing brand Esprit also came on board at the start of 2019. They joined and supported an art
workshop, facilitated by artist Marti Lund, wherein the Surfpop beneficiaries designed and painted their own
artwork on their surfboards. Following that workshop, Esprit decided to financially support Surfpop with an
amount that supports nine girl beneficiaries to join Surfpop for a full year. We are very excited to have them
on board as a long-term partner too.
Other new partners that joined Surfpop in 2019 are American Tower Corporation, Rotary Claremont, VML, AC
Lowe Trust, Tivoli Fund, Janssens Fund and Truworths. Their invaluable support contributed, among others,
to our education activities in 2019 and helped us with upgrading our classrooms, acquiring the necessary
learning materials in order to cater for a growing number of beneficiaries and acquiring new transport.
In February 2020, Surfpop embarked on a three-year partnership with the SOL Foundation in Liechtenstein. SOL
Foundation uses the power of sport to contribute towards and to enhance the prospects of underprivileged
and vulnerable young people. We are excited to be part of their global network of sports for development
organizations and are looking forward to learning from them and their network as Surfpop grows. SOL
Foundation has committed to supporting the Surfpop surf activities for the coming three years.
In 2019, we continued our cooperation with our longtime friends. Through Masicorp we continued to
coordinate our activities with other projects in Masiphumelele. We continued our partnership with The
Beach Co-op; our beneficiaries recorded the trash that they collected during our beach clean-ups in their
Dirty Dozen forms. In doing so, Surfpop contributes to the global database on trash found on beaches. As
part of our nutrition activities, our longtime friend, South African company Brew Kombucha, provided us
with healthy probiotic drinks.
We also developed new friendships. We partnered with Leonie Sam Mackenzie, who generously provided 21
weekend art classes at Casa Labia for our beneficiaries at no expense to Surfpop. We also met with the USbased organization Sistasoccer, who joined Surfpop for one week; a week where they facilitated a surf-soccer
exchange and gifted our beneficiaries their own soccer gear and attire. With the local organization Dream
Higher, we facilitated a surf-climbing exchange day, wherein our beneficiaries taught their beneficiaries how
to surf and their beneficiaries taught our beneficiaries how to climb. In 2019, we also laid the groundwork
for new partnerships with, among others, AfriOceans, Desmond Tutu Foundation and Living Labs.
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Stoked with our partner Importers Coffee, who sponsors all our surfboards and wetsuits

6. GROWTH OF VOLUNTEER AND TOURISM BUSINESS
The affiliated social business, Surfpop Pty Ltd, remains an important driver of Surfpop Foundation, providing
helping hands and a sustainable income stream for the foundation. Through this social business, we offer one
month packages to tourists that include accommodation, meals, surf lessons, yoga lessons, sightseeing tours,
and volunteering with Surfpop Foundation. To grow the Surfpop Foundation and invite more beneficiaries
into the program, we need more volunteers to help us with the program and a higher income stream to
cover the foundation costs. Due to the growing number of partners that supported Surfpop Foundation
in 2019, we were able to invest part of the profits of the business into growing the business. We took on
the lease of a house in Muizenberg, where the volunteers will be housed during their stay with Surfpop,
invested in surf gear and employed a volunteer coordinator in order to accommodate more volunteers and
deliver better, more cost-effective services to them. In due time, these investments will generate a higher
sustainable income stream for Surfpop Foundation.
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Our volunteers play a key role in our Surfpop program

7. WELCOMING NEW STAFF
In September and October 2019, Surfpop recruited five new part-time staff members from township
communities, of whom four were from Masiphumelele. In doing so, Surfpop created job opportunities for
people within communities who really need it, while our staff members are culturally and linguistically closely
connected to our beneficiaries. The staff positions include a teacher, a female surf coach, a male surf coach, a
driver and a cook. In line with the Surfpop child protection policy, all staff members were properly screened,
have the right qualifications, and received comprehensive training. Our teacher has a teacher qualification,
our surf coaches have their level-1 surf instructor qualification, and we supported them with obtaining their
first aid training. Between November 2019 and February 2020, all staff members received a one-day training
on the Surfpop program and our child protection policy. Following this training, all staff members received
extensive on-the-job training. We are very excited with our team, who have shown great motivation and
commitment to Surfpop.
In February 2020, the Surfpop team was excited to give our oldest beneficiary, who turned 18 at the end of
2019, the opportunity to climb the ranks from longtime beneficiary to becoming an assistant surf coach for
our younger Surfpop generation and an assistant surf instructor for our volunteers. Being able to provide
him with employment within Surfpop Foundation and Surfpop Pty Ltd was a huge milestone! During his
employment, we provide him with on-the-job training, preparing him to undertake his level-1 surf instructor
certificate later this year. In addition, he is also learning the ropes of becoming a tour guide under the wing
of Surfpop Pty Ltd.
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8. SELECTING AND WELCOMING NEW BENEFICIARIES
In October 2019, Surfpop started the selection process for 24 new beneficiaries, which consisted of 8 boys
and 16 girls between the ages of 8 and 14 years old. Surfpop selected its beneficiaries based on a variety of
selection criteria in close consultation with the primary school and high school in Masiphumelele township.
Enthusiasm was very high and over 120 children handed in their application form. Children from different
age categories were selected who were motivated to join Surfpop (based on parent and child motivation),
who come from the most disadvantaged families (based on income metrics), who need support with their
school work (based on school reports), who do not have access to a safe space after school and who are
particularly vulnerable to the challenges in the township (based on resiliency questions).
Between November 2019 and January 2020, we selected our new beneficiaries and met with their
caregiver(s), which was not without its challenges. It proved difficult to reach and communicate with some
of the children and their caregiver(s), and we had to replace some of the selected children with applicants
next in line. In February 2020, we started our program with our existing and new beneficiaries: 34 in total!

Ayanda, our first graduated beneficiary. He climbed the ranks to Surfpop employee!

9. INTRODUCTION TO SURFPOP AND THE OCEAN
The first month with all 34 beneficiaries, divided in two groups of 17 boys and 17 girls, was full-on and
incredible. We gave our beneficiaries an introduction to Surfpop, our culture of respect and our different
program modules. Together with AfriOceans, we introduced our boy and girl groups to swimming, the
underwater world and ocean conservation through their Swim like a Shark Program, showing them the beauty
of the ocean and the importance of caring for her. In Muizenberg, we introduced our new beneficiaries to
surfing, and had most of them ride their first wave. Many of our new beneficiaries had never been in the
ocean before and it was remarkable to see their confidence grow in a short space of time.
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The first surf lesson with our new girl group by our new surf coach Ncera.

In the classroom, the new beneficiaries had their first online classes, using a laptop or tablet, and their
first interactive classes, using a variety of group-based educational games. We also introduced our new
beneficiaries to meditation, yoga and our healthy meals. The latter proved rather challenging, as most of our
new beneficiaries were unfamiliar with the vegetable soups that we provide. By explaining the nutritional
value of the soups and slightly improving our recipes based on their taste buds, at the end of the month, all
beneficiaries were eating their soups. As psychologist, Céline also spoke with each new beneficiary to get to
know each of them, understand their home and school situation, and introduce them to a safe space.
It has been amazing to witness how in such a short space of time our beneficiaries have bonded, have
become friends, and feel proud to be part of their Surfpop group. The first month marked the start of an
exciting journey for our new beneficiaries. A journey wherein our beneficiaries will learn how to surf and care
for the environment, wherein they will learn how to care for their own mental and physical health, wherein
they will be supported with their education, wherein they will be introduced to new skills and vocations, and
wherein they will be coached with realizing their dreams and building a sustainable future for themselves
and their community.
10. NURTURING ROLE MODELS
It was exciting to see our new beneficiaries grow in their first month, but it was just as exciting to see how our
existing beneficiaries stepped up to the role of mentor and coach for the new beneficiaries. Within Surfpop,
we encourage our beneficiaries to support each other, to take responsibility, and to take on leadership roles.
It was incredible to see the fruits of these lessons. Even the youngest beneficiaries proudly showed the
newcomers around and welcomed them with open arms into the Surfpop family.
10

O U R I M PA C T AT A G L A N C E
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PROGRAM OUTPUTS &
O U TC O M E S
In 2018, Surfpop launched a learning, monitoring and evaluation toolkit to assess its outputs and outcomes
as put forward in its theory of change. According to the theory of change, the long-term objectives of
Surfpop are to guide children from disadvantaged communities towards sustainable employment (impact
1) and promote their role as ambassadors in their communities (impact 2) for living a healthy life in touch
with nature. In order to achieve these objectives, Surfpop aims to improve the mental wellbeing (outcome 1),
resilience (outcome 2), prosocial behaviour (outcome 3), physical health (outcome 4) and school performance
(outcome 5) of the children and expand their horizon with vocational and life skills (outcome 6).
The next section explains the Surfpop program outputs and outcomes. Output information is based on data
collected on the number and type of activities conducted between February 2019 and February 2020, as
presented in Table 1 below. Information on the perceived quality of the activities and its outcomes on the
emotional well-being, physical health, resilience, prosocial behavior, school performance and future outlook
of our beneficiaries is based on interviews conducted with each child beneficiary and their caregivers at the
end of 2019, complemented by the Surfpop coach assessments. Annex A provides more information on our
learning, monitoring and evaluation toolkit.

Table 1. Number and type of program activities
implemented.
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SURFING
Surfing is the life and soul of Surfpop. As a sport, surfing connects the beneficiaries with the beauty and
power of the ocean. It opens their eyes to a new way of life by being active, healthy and closely connected

to nature. In Masiphumelele township children do not have the opportunity to experience nature in its truest

form and are exposed to violence and other forms of trauma. The ocean and surfing can have powerful

healing effects. With a playing field that is constantly changing and defined by the force of the ocean,
surfing is a sport that teaches participants self-belief, determination and perseverance and creates a deep

sense of belonging: our beneficiaries do not just define themselves as children from Masiphumelele; they
define themselves as surfers, being part of a surf community with people from all ethnic and socioeconomic
backgrounds. Each week the beneficiaries join two team-focused surf sessions in Muizenberg that start with

a yoga and fitness routine and are complemented by swimming lessons. To nurture the love for the ocean,
our beneficiaries also learn how to care for their environment through beach clean-ups and other activities
that guide them in becoming true ocean guardians.

Our first time in the waves with our new beneficiaries. Only the start of their surfing journey with Surfpop

Surf sessions
In 2019, 11 beneficiaries participated in 108 surf sessions, and in 2020, when our new beneficiaries joined,
34 beneficiaries participated in 8 surf sessions. In 2019, the surf sessions included 105 surf lessons and
3 swimming lessons to improve the swimming skills of our beneficiaries. In line with the impact report of
2015-2018, in the interviews conducted at the of 2019 all beneficiaries indicated that they like the surf
sessions. When asked why they like the surf sessions, they explained that “there is a lesson in each surf
session”, “surfing makes me feel free”, “surfing makes me feel happier and safe” and “surfing is my favourite
thing to do.” In 2020, the surf sessions included four introductory surf lessons in Muizenberg and four Swim
like a Shark lessons. The Swim like a Shark program was facilitated by AfriOceans. It gave our beneficiaries
a beautiful introduction to the ocean, the underwater world and ocean conservation, while teaching them
basic swimming skills.

“surfing makes me feel free”
“surfing makes me feel happier and safe”
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Surf performance and physical health
Surfing is first and foremost a powerful tool to improve the physical and mental well-being of our beneficiaries.
Surf performance is not our primary objective, but is a good indicator to understand the physical health of
our beneficiaries. Most beneficiaries (80%) significantly improved their surfing, moving one level up on
the Surfpop surf performance metric, while two beneficiaries remained at the same level. In 2019, all our
beneficiaries had the honour to participate in the Tiger’s Milk Outreach Competition, organized in June, and
the Western Cape Interschools Surfing Championships 2019, hosted in October.

Environmental awareness

Most beneficiaries (80%)
significantly improved their
surfing, moving one level
up on the Surfpop surf
performance metric

In 2019, we conducted four formal beach clean-ups, wherein our beneficiaries recorded their trash collected
on Muizenberg beach in the Dirty Dozen forms, provided by the Beach Co-op. In total, the Surfpop
beneficiaries collected 41 plastic bottles, 146 plastic bottle lids, 25 plastic carrier bags, 60 chip packets, 205
plastic bits, 224 individual sweet wrappers, 329 straws, 78 earbuds, 227 lollipop sticks, 12 cigarette lighters,
36 fishing lines, 6 light sticks and well over 2500 cigarette buds. In addition to these formal beach clean-ups,
we always encourage our beneficiaries to collect trash walking to and from the beach.
As noted above, the Swim like a Shark program facilitated by AfriOCeans in February 2020 also taught our
beneficiaries about ocean conservation and the importance of caring for our environment. Our beneficiaries
learned about our ocean ecosystem, while they were swimming in between the kelp, fish and penguins.

Ocean guardians

Our beneficiaries learned
about our ocean ecosystem,
while they were swimming
in between the kelp, fish and
penguins.

Our beneficiaries, especially our longtime beneficiaries, show improved knowledge of caring for our ocean
and environment and are growing into true ocean guardians. Last year our youngest surfer of 8 years old,
Bulumko, decided by himself to collect cigarette butts at the Muizenberg parking lot and proudly showed
us over 500 butts that he had collected. One of our other surfers, Siphelele, developed a passion for finding
straws on the beach and has become a true master in collecting them. As caregivers noted about their
children at the end of 2019, “my child says we need to take care of nature” and “my child keeps the beaches
clean.” It has been an important journey that we, as Surfpop, are passionate to continue.

“Last year our youngest surfer of 8 years old, Bulumko,
decided by himself to collect cigarette butts at the
Muizenberg parking lot and proudly showed us over 500
butts that he had collected.”
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EDUCATION
Education is an important element of the Surfpop formula. Each week after school, the beneficiaries attend
two education classes. The beneficiaries are supported with their homework and participate in high quality

online learning programs focused on Maths, English and computer literacy. The programs are tailored to the
individual learning level of each beneficiary and make learning fun and interactive. Each class starts with a
short meditation.

The classroom sessions are complemented by vocational workshops that are facilitated in partnership
with local organisations and businesses. The workshops adopt a participatory approach to encourage our
beneficiaries to think critically, be creative and present and share what they have learned with others. The

glimpses into different vocations open their eyes to a world of possibilities and dreams. Our life coaching
curriculum helps our children discover and realize their dreams, by coaching them in their personal
development and by guiding them towards a desired and sustainable future.
Education classes
Between February 2019 and February 2020 our beneficiaries participated in 81 after-school education
classes. In total our beneficiaries did about 120 hours of after-school learning. This is equivalent to adding
about 11% to the normal amount of time they would have already spent in class at school during this period.
We are proud of this effort by our beneficiaries and the results are starting to come through in their school
performance.

91% of our beneficiaries say that they enjoy the education
classes and realize the importance of these classes for
improving their educational performance.
Of course surfing is the most fun component of the Surfpop program, but we are pleased that 91% of
our beneficiaries say that they enjoy the education classes and realize the importance of these classes
for improving their educational performance. We believe that improvements in our beneficiary school
performance will be strongly correlated to the effort they put in, which in turn will be correlated with their
enjoyment of the education program. To this end, we will continue improving our program, while making
it more fun, to achieve 100% enjoyment, whilst still achieving our educational goals. When asked why our
children like our education classes, they say “I can continue my school work and if I have some questions
that I do not understand, I can ask Surfpop,” “the education classes help me at school and I like working with
laptops,” “Surfpop helps me with the things at school that I am struggling with,” “Surfpop helps me at school:
the science test was easy, because of the help from Surfpop” and “it is because I want to learn and study my
homework carefully without being disturbed by other people.”

“the education classes help me
at school and I like working with
laptops,”
“it is because I want to learn and study
my homework carefully without being
disturbed by other people.”
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Education context in South Africa
As a result of the severe challenges faced by our education system in South Africa, the reality is that at a
national level the performance of learners in key subjects such as Maths and English is deteriorating every
year as learners progress through school. Learners are falling behind in the fundamental concepts, which
provide the building blocks for future learning. This makes it difficult to catch up, as the subject matter
becomes more and more difficult as children progress through the school years. For example, the national
average mark for both Maths and English First Additional Language (FAL) decreases by 1.9% and 1.6% per
year respectively between Grade 3 and Grade 9. These percentages are even higher for children who attend
schools in disadvantaged communities, such as Masiphumelele. The schools in Masiphumelele township are
overcrowded and under-resourced, which does not create an optimal learning experience for our children.
An example of the inequality in the quality of education received between rich and poor communities in
South Africa is shown in the below figure on the distribution of Grade 6 reading performance by school
wealth quartile. It is evident that there is a meaningful disparity in performance between the wealthiest 25%
and the rest of the country.

Figure 1. Grade 6 reading performance by school wealth quartile.
Source: https://www.politicsweb.co.za/news-and-analysis/education-in-sa-a-tale-of-two-systems

School performance
Our goal for the Surfpop education program is not only to stop the deterioration of academic performance
observed at the national level as our beneficiaries move through the school years, but to assist them in
actually improving their education outcomes and therefore their future opportunities. Our key measures of
success are therefore:
•

The average change in school performance (Maths and English FAL) of our beneficiaries from year-toyear, relative to the National average change in performance.

•

The absolute change in average school performance of our beneficiaries from year-to-year, as we are
interested in overall improvement, not only outperforming the deteriorating national school system.
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Figure 1. Average change from year to year (%).

Surfpop started homework assistance four years ago. However, 2019 marked the launch of our comprehensive
online and interactive gamified curriculum. As a result, it is still early days to assess the outcomes of our
curriculum on the school performance of our beneficiaries. As our beneficiaries remain in the program for
many years, we are confident that they will increasingly benefit from the effort they are making to improve
their results. That said, we are pleased with the initial results. In 2019 our beneficiaries improved their average
end-of-year marks by 7.8% for Maths and by 4.9% for English FAL, showing an improvement in absolute
terms. When comparing this absolute improvement of our beneficiaries with the observed deterioration
in school performance from one year to the next at the national level in South Africa, our beneficiaries
outperform other school children in South Africa by 9.7% in Maths and 6.5% in English FAL.

Our beneficiaries outperform other school children in
South Africa by 9.7% in Maths and 6.5% in English
This relative performance is even more encouraging when we consider that the National average includes
the performance of those top 25% of wealthiest schools, and thus our beneficiaries performance relative
to the poorest schools in the country would be even more impressive. In future years we will have the data
available to make this comparison, which will provide a better reflection of our beneficiaries performance
given the broader education system and socio-economic challenges to which they are exposed.
Meditation
In 2019, we put more emphasis on meditation and breathing. While this has been part of the Surfpop program
for a longer time, in 2019 we started almost every class with a short breathing exercise, while explaining the
power of breathing in dealing with problems and calming yourself down. In the interviews conducted at the
end of 2019, 73% of our beneficiaries say that Surfpop gives them specific tools on how to calm themselves
after something bad has happened. The tools mentioned include breathing and physical exercise.

73% of our beneficiaries say that Surfpop gives them
specific tools on how to calm themselves after something
bad has happened.
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Vocational workshops
In the interviews conducted at the end of 2019, all children indicated that they like the vocational workshops.
As the children say, the workshops “give me more experience,” “teach me how to do things that I don’t
know” and “train my body physically and improve my art skills.”

the workshops “give me more experience,” “teach me
how to do things that I don’t know”
In 2019, Surfpop facilitated 27 vocational workshops in partnership with individuals, organizations and
businesses. Leonie Sam Mackenzie provided 21 weekend art classes at Casa Labia. Table Mountain National
Park provided us with cable car tickets to visit Table Mountain. Liz Sorrell conducted a workshop around
upcycling of waste and helped our beneficiaries develop businesses ideas around upcycling. Surfpop
facilitated one workshop around environmental awareness, wherein our beneficiaries conducted research
and presentations about environmental role models in the surfing world. Our Surfpop volunteers facilitated
a dance workshop and a photography workshop. In 2019 and in 2020, Paula Ripley and Nicola Poulos
facilitated two yoga classes.

In 2019, Surfpop facilitated 27 vocational workshops
in partnership with individuals, organizations and
businesses.
When we asked the beneficiaries at the end of 2019 about their top three favourite workshops, the workshops
mentioned most often included the art workshop facilitated by Leonie Sam Mackenzie, the excursion to
Table Mountain National Park and the yoga classes, each mentioned by seven beneficiaries.
Life coaching
Based on the recommendations of the impact report 2015-2018, in 2019 we formally introduced the life
coaching curriculum to guide the children in their psychosocial development, create a safe space and culture
where the children can talk about their challenges, promote skills to grow their resilience, and help them
with formulating and working towards their dream job.
In 2019 we conducted 5 life coaching sessions, wherein we touched upon a variety of themes, including
family and friends, emotional development, gender roles, solving problems and dealing with challenges
in Masiphumelele, understanding attitudes and responsibilities, identifying strengths and weaknesses,
setting goals, discovering personal dreams and building a roadmap towards realizing those dreams. We
also reached out to the Desmond Tutu Foundation to facilitate an additional session on health and sexual
development in 2020. In the interviews conducted with our beneficiaries at the end of 2019, all beneficiaries
indicated that they liked the life coaching sessions. The beneficiaries say that the life coaching sessions help
them with “what you want to be and do when you are older,” “if someone of us has a problem, we can solve
it as a team” and that “it would be useful to continue these group chats.”

“if someone of us has a problem, we can solve it as a
team”
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In 2018, only 18 percent of our beneficiaries said that they always solved problems without hurting
themselves or others and always came up with lots of ways to solve problems. At the end of 2019, we noticed
a significant improvement: 55 percent said that they always solved problems without hurting themselves or
others and 64 percent said that they always came up with lots of ways to solve problems. The life coaching
module might have contributed to this improvement.
NUTRITION
Before and after each surf or education session, Surfpop provides the children with a nutritious meal to

give them an extra boost in the water and extra mental clarity when solving problems in the classroom.
The meals are accompanied by nutrition education that teaches the children about the health benefits and
origins of fruits, vegetables and other types of food.

Between February 2019 and February 2020, Surfpop provided 2713 nutritious meals. In the first half of
2019, we experimented with different types of healthy meals, including vegetable sandwiches, wraps and
soups, as well as fruit. In the second half of 2019, we switched to providing different types of vegetable
soups, complemented by a piece of fruit. We created a menu with eight different types of soups, which cover
a wide variety of nutrients for our children. In 2019, we conducted six education sessions around nutrition.
In 2020, we plan to cover one nutritional topic per week. The knowledge of our children about what food is
nutritious and healthy and why has considerably improved according to the Surfpop coach. As caregivers
indicated at the end of 2019 about their child, “my child always tells me about the healthy food and veggies
I must cook at home” and “my child eats healthy food and vegetables and always does physical exercises at
home.”

“my child always tells me about the healthy food and
veggies I must cook at home”

GENERAL OUTCOMES
Why beneficiaries come to Surfpop
Similar to the impact report of 2015-2018, in the interviews conducted with the beneficiaries at the end of
2019, all beneficiaries say that they are happy to be part of Surfpop. When asked why they come to Surfpop
every day, they say “I come to Surfpop to grow my future and to become healthy and fit,” “I come to Surfpop
to have something to do that keeps me away from doing wrong things in the community and that can
change my life and my parents’ life” and “One reason why I come to Surfpop is that I want to enjoy what the
new day brings me. I surf for fun and work on my homework in the classroom. I like to be in Surfpop.”
What beneficiaries like most about Surfpop
When asked at the end of 2019 what our beneficiaries like most about being with Surfpop, our beneficiaries
say “I like that we respect each other and care for each other,” “I love surfing and being together with
my friends,” “I love feeling free and surfing makes me feel free,” “I love surfing and help with our school
homework,” “every time that we need help from Surfpop, they always help us,” “I like the classroom, because
it helps me with school and I like surfing, because it helps me to be healthy and strong” and “I like most
about Surfpop that I feel safe and can spend time with the team.”
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“I like that we respect each other and
care for each other,”
“I love feeling free and surfing makes
me feel free,”
“I like the classroom, because it helps
me with school”
Surfpop as safe space
In line with the impact report of 2015-2018, in the interviews conducted at the end of 2019 all beneficiaries
indicate that they feel safe at Surfpop, safe with the Surfpop coaches and safe with the Surfpop volunteers.
“I like Surfpop, because I feel safe when I am with the other children. I can share my stories with them.” In
the interviews, around 75 percent of our beneficiaries indicate that they talk with their Surfpop coach about
how to feel, and 64 percent say that they talk with their family about how they feel. Half of the beneficiaries,
who say that they do not talk with their family about their feelings, do talk with the Surfpop coach about their
feelings.

“I like Surfpop, because I feel safe
when I am with the other children. I
can share my stories with them.”
Mental well-being, resilience and prosocial behaviour
The impact report of 2015-2018 showed significant improvements in our beneficiaries’ mental well-being,
resilience and prosocial behaviour since they joined Surfpop. As all beneficiaries, who were interviewed
at the end of 2019, joined Surfpop between 2015 and 2017, we did not expect a big change compared to
2018 in these metrics. However, the interviews showed a slight improvement in our beneficiaries’ mental
well-being and prosocial behaviour, while their scores on the resilience metric remained more or less the
same. As caregivers noted at the end of 2019, “my child is happier and more confident,” “my child is more
confident and wants to take part in everything,” “my child can express himself better and opens up more”
and “he is more focused and listens when others are talking.” We are very proud of these outcomes and of
our beneficiaries for continuing to grow.

“my child is happier and more
confident”
Improved future opportunities
With our program, we are proud to create improved future opportunities for our beneficiaries. In line with
the impact report of 2015-2018, in the interviews conducted at the end of 2019 all beneficiaries indicate
that the things they learn at Surfpop are helpful now and for the future. 82 percent of the beneficiaries
indicate that what they learn at Surfpop will always help them in the future, and 18 percent indicate that it
will sometimes help them in the future. When asked the children what things they learn at Surfpop are most
useful to them, their answers include surfing skills, understanding and helping others, reading and maths
skills, understanding schoolwork, how to be healthy, how to care for nature, respect and patience, guidance
with understanding and realizing your dreams.
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As outlined in the impact report of 2015-2018, two of our beneficiaries received a bursary with the support
of Surfpop to attend college in 2018. We are proud of how well they performed in college in 2019. At the
start of 2020, our oldest beneficiary, Ayanda, who turned 18 years old in December 2019, graduated from
the Surfpop program to become a Surfpop employee.

At the start of 2020, our oldest
beneficiary, Ayanda ,who turned
18-years old in December 2019,
graduated from the Surfpop program
to become a Surfpop employee.
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FINANCIAL REPORT

Surfpop takes pride in running our organization to ensure that all funds are spent as effectively as possible
to the benefit of our beneficiaries. Surfpop is beyond grateful to the various companies, organizations, and
individuals which have financially supported our program and enabled us to deliver the high quality program
that we strive for. Below is a representation of how we spent our funds in 2019.

Figure 3. Surfpop expenditure

Our total expenditure for 2019 was R252.826. The majority of our 2019 expenditure went towards paying
the salaries of our amazing staff. We are proud that the majority of our staff members are from the local
Masiphumelele community, which further increases the positive impact that Surfpop is having in our local
community. We are particularly proud of Ayanda, who at the beginning of 2020 “graduated” from the Surfpop
program to become a Surfpop employee.
The major costs in our education program include the salary for our teacher and program manager, internet
for the online learning programs, printing costs and the purchase of educational materials and laptops,
vehicle expenses and our driver salary for transporting the volunteers to our classroom, as well as rent for
our classroom premises at the Chasmay Campus.
For our surf program, our major expenses were salaries for our three surf instructors and our program
manager, vehicle expenses and driver salary for transporting our beneficiaries to and from the beach, and
making sure that they have all the equipment they need to be safe and have as much fun as possible in the
water, including for example surfboards, sunscreen and wetsuits. Staff training and development is also an
important consideration for us, and this year all staff completed their first aid course.
The major expenses in our nutrition program are food costs for our healthy soups, cooking equipment and
salaries for our cook and our program manager.
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ANNEX B
L E A R N I N G , M O N I TO R I N G A N D E VA LU AT I O N
TO O L K I T
In 2018, Surfpop launched a monitoring and evaluation toolkit to assess its outputs and outcomes as put
forward in its theory of change. For this report, interviews were conducted with each child beneficiary,
caregivers completed a survey about their child, the Surfpop coach completed coach assessments, and
output data was collected and analysed. The Stirling Children’s Wellbeing Scale (SCWBS) is used to
assess the mental wellbeing of the children, the Child and Youth Resilience Measure (CYRM) to assess
the resilience of the children and the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ) to assess prosocial
behaviour of the children. The validated survey questions are complemented by additional questions
tailored to the Surfpop program and the specific context of Masiphumelele.
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